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The D ~ ~ J Oof~this
C studv was to c o m m the amount of communitv integration between
an eqcrimental ~pecialblympicspakipant group and a control &up bmprised of
non-Special Olympics participants. Fifteen school-aged (8-18) subjects (7M.8F) made
up Gexpm&ntd gr&p end fiftc*1 subjects (6M, 9 ~made~up
)
the conk1 group. The
Special Olympics gmp was equally matched with the non-Special Olympics group in
regards to scx, age, snd intellectual charecteristics. The comparisons wm based on
measures from a thixty-minute interview devised by h W k ,Ashton-Schacffcr, and
Kleibcr (1991). The M a l i et al. intervim examined nencral recreation. as well as
physical'and s k i community integration. The spec;al Olympics
participated in e
supervised year muadSpecial Olympics program. The control group did not participate
in-any
Olympics
O;CV&.~BO&
groups wm from the grtater La croSSe
area. A chi-square test showed no significant difference in the amount of community
integration betweenthe experimental and control groups (p < .05). In summary, not
ptkipatiog in Special Olympics was found to be as effective as participating in Special
Olympics in tams of M i g community integration Therefore it may be other
EBCtoR thatdictate the amount of community integration as opposed to participating in a
special Olympics program.
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CHAPTER I
INTRODUCTION
Special Olympics recently celebrated its 30' anniversary of pmviding
competition and sports training for individuals with cognitive disabilities. Special
Olympics has a current mster of over one million athletes and a multimillion dollar
budget which makes it the largest sports organization in the world for athletes with
cognitive disabilities. However, as Special Olympics enters its third decade, special
education professionals continue to question the value and appropriateness of Special
Olympics (&nani, 1990, Hourcade, 1989; Stein, 1987). In addition, there are
conflicting data indicating about whether Special Olympics participants are more or less
competent than individuals who participate in other community-based recreation
programs (Storey, Stern & Parker, 1990).

Over the past two decades, researchershave evaluated Special Olympics d
found many limitationsto the program (&nani, 1990, Hourcade, 1989; Stein, 1987).

lheJc Limitations range from offering only segngatcd programs for athletes with m t a l
d

o

n to off-

mnfunctid activities such as the 50 meter dash and the 90Aball

throw (Bnsani, 1990). A variety of suggdolls for improving Special Olympics have
been g i v a In the years since many of the critical reviews have been pubhhd, Special

Olympics has made a variety of changes to its prognun. For example, Special Olympics

mw offen a variety of training and competitionprogmmto include athletes without

disabilities, and they offer a great variety of sport opportunities including lifetime leisure
sports (Special Olympics, 1991).
However, these changes appear to be insufficient to many special education
professionals who continue to criticize Special Olympics. For instance, Bersani (1990)
suggested that many Special Olympics activities prevent the development of integrated
community-based recreation programs. He also suggested that the majority of Special
Olympics activities an nonfunctional, age-inappropriate, and segregated. A leading
disability advocacy publication, The Disabilitv Rag, criticized Special Olympics for not
doing enough to get its athletes into existing community-based sports programs (Staff,
1987). Hourcade (1989) suggested in his study that Special Olympics be changed to
meet the "contemporary needs of its constituency" (p. 64).
Nevertheless, as with the d o n s favoring Special Olympics, there has been
very little empirical evidence offered in support of criticisms. A closer evaluation of the
impact of Special Olympics on community integration was conducted by Kleiber,
Ashton-Schaeffa, Malik, Lee and Hood (1990). In their study, caregiver's perceptions of
improvement in physical and social corn-

were associated with ptuticipation in

Special Olympics. However, there appeared to be no relationship between involvanart
in Special Olympics and how thc participants pcrccived improvement in community
integration. The mearchers also found that Special Olympics involvement may affect
individuals in different ways accordingto their level of disability.
A study conducted by Wilbite and Kleiber (1992) also found that the level of

disability had an influence on the relationship between Special Olympics pdcipation

and indicatorsof community integration. The i,esemhers found that involvement witb

Special Olympics may be influential in comm~mityintegration for individuals with
moderate to severe cognitive disabilities. However, participation in Special Olympics
may have had a deflating effxt on community integration for individuals witb a mild
cognitive disability, even though it was positively associated with w i v e d
improvement in physical competence (Wilbite & Kleiber, 1992). A study conductad by

Dykens and Cohen (19%) indicated that Special Olympics jwticipants have higher social
competence scans and mon positive se1f-percqdions than a comparison group

comprised of non-Special Olympians.
Needless to say, the picture demomtmhg the e f f ' of Special Olympics
participation on p e a and community integration is unclear at the present. Although

W i t c d Kleiber (1992) demomtmkd that Spocial Olympics involvement affects
individuals in diffmnt ways according to their level of disability, no research exists
mmemhg the effects of age of Special Olympics participants on community integmtion.

S ithe &kt that age has on the pmccived benefit of Special Olympics jjfuticipation
on community integration has yet to be investigated, finzherrtsearch is clearly wananted
inthisarea

The pwpose of this study is to determine the perceived benefit of Special
Olympics participationon community integration amwg school-aged participcmts with a

mild to modaue cqpitive disability.

HvDothesis
The hypothesis of this study is there is no significant diffmnce in perceived
community integration between Special Olympics participants and non-Special
Olympians who are in the 8-18 year age group.
Definition of Tems
Soecial Olvm~ics- an international program of year-round sports kaining and
competition for individuals with cognitive disabilities. Participants have to be at least
eight years of age.
Mental Retadation - significantly sub-average general intellectual functioning
existing concwrently with deficits in adaptive behavior and manifested during the
developmental period (Rimmer, 1994).
Mild Cognitive Disabidity - a person who scores belweea 55-70 on a standard
intelligence test.

Moderate Coenitive Disabidity - a person who scoresbetween 40-55 on a
standard intelligencetest.

C

- reflected in measures of physical integration (the

various places the respondent fiesuents) and social integration (the range of people with

whom he or she interacts).
&hOl-Aned s

. . - individuals betweenthe ages 8-18
w 0lVrn~iCSPartlClD8DtS

yeats old and identified by an agency or profc9sionel as having one of the following
conditions: mental rcta&tion, cognitive delays as maswed by f o d

sigaificant learning or vocational problems due to cognitive delay that required specially

designed instruction(Special Olympics, 1993).

CHAPTER I1

REVIEW OF RELATED LITERATURE
Introduction
Despite a lack of empirical evidence, much has been written in the past two
decades about the positive and negative aspects of Special Olympics participation.
Pleasure and enjoyment derived from participating in a supportive and reinforcing
atmosphere, increased social contacts, gains in physical fitness and recmtional skills,
improved self-esteem, higher peer acceptance,opportunities to experience success, and
gains in self-help skills arc examples of the benefits attributed to participation in Special

Olympics Oykens & Cohen, 1996,Krebs, Smith, & Martch, 1991). Yet,Special
Olympics has its share of critics and has not been without controversy (Wehman &

Moon,1985). Most notably, critics believe that Special Olympics participation is
stigmatizing and limiting, especially for individuals with mild disabilities. Whether

.. ... . .

intentional or not, participation tends to emphasii individual deviations or diffcmcm
(Brickey, 1984,Orelove, Wehman, & Wood, 1982). In addition, Special Olympics
participation may not Witate achievement of maximumpotential of higher Iimctioning
participants (Brickey, 1984,Hwrcade, 1989;Polloway & Smith, 1978). Criticism has
also focused on the competitive mtw of Special Olympics participation aod the lack of

emphasis on practical or limctionalphysical and d

o

n skills related to m
1
o
n
g

community and leisure involvement ( H O W , 1989;Wehmao & Moon,1985). This

revim of related litnaturr will (a) briefly describe the history of Special Olp~pics,@)

discuss the positive aspects of Special Olympics, (c) discuss the limitations of Special
Olympics, (d) examine Special Olympics in the 1990s and determine if Special Olympics
has responded, via progmmmtic changes, to the criticisms pointed out by professionals,
(e) mamine the effects of Special Olympic participation on community integration, and
(f) offer a summary.

Histow of Smial Olvm~ic$

The concept of Special Olympics began in the early 1%

when Eunice Kenaedy

Shriver, the former chairperson of Special Olympics International, started a day camp for
people with cognitive disabiiities in Maryland (Johnson, 1991). From that experience,

Mrs. Shriver and others r d i that persons with cognitive disabilities were far more
capable of pdcipating and competing in sports than many experts of the time believed.

In 1%8, Mrs. Shriver organized the first Summer Special Olympic Games (ISSOG) at
Soldiers Field in Chicago. These inaugural games included athletes repmenting the
United States, Cananda, and Frame. Athletes competed in track and field and aquatic

e v e n t s ~ 1991;
~ n Special
~
Olympics, 1991). Today, over one million athletes with
cognitive dkhilities rrpresenting all 50 statcs, the District of Columbia, and over 100
countries worldwide including China and the USSR are involved in Special Olympics.

The 1991 ISSOG, held in Mheapolis, included over 6,000 athletes &om over 100
countries, 2,000 coeches,30,000 volunteers, 10,000 family and friends, and 25,000 to
50,000 qcchtom each day (Special Olympics, 1991). Competitions were held in 10

official sports md 6 dcwmstrcltion spoa. In addition, more than 2,000 athletes

competed in the fifth World Winter Games in 1993, in SchmaldingISalzburg, Austria
(Special Olympics, 1993).
Special Olympics is now a multimillion dollar nonpmfit agency organized and
administered through local, state, and national offices under the guidance of Special

Olympics International headquarters in Washington, DC. The pmgram continues to be
supported financially by charitable donations from businesses, agencies, and individuals.
While there are paid staff members at all levels of the organization, the vast majority of
Special Olympics coaches, area coordinators, and event directors and support staff are
volunteers from local communities (Special Olympics, 1991)
The philosophy of Special Olympics is basically the same today as it was in 1968.

That is, people with cognitive disabilities can, with proper instruction and
encouragement, learn, enjoy, and benefit from participation in individual and team sports,
adapted as necessary in order to meet the need of those with ccr. riitive and physical

litations (Special Olympics, 1993). Special Olympics officials feel that consistent
training is indispensable to the development of sport skills, and that compdtion

amow.

those of equal ability is the most appmpriate means of testing those f i l s , measuring

progress, and providing incentives for personal growth. Special Olympics officials state:
Tlnough sports training aad competition, people with cognitive disabilities benefit
physically, mentally, socially, and spiritually; M e s are strcngthcne& and the
%unity
at large, both &ugh &ci&on
end observation, is united with
person with cognitive disabiities, in the environment of equality, respect, and
acceptance (Krcbs ct al., 1991, p. 11)

--

-

c. .

Many professionals, parents, and citizens with cognitive disabilities have strong
positive feelings about the Special Olympics. Each of these aspects will be discussed
briefly.
First, it is recognized that children and youth with cognitive disabilities,
especially those with more severe physical and mental handicaps, am motorically unable
to perform on the same level as the typical individual -vho is non-disabled (Shcnill,
1981). Therefore, the Special Olympics program often has the effect of minimizing

differences in the athletic and motor ability by having children with cognitive disabilities
compete at their own level. Most Special Olympics athletes are afforded the opportunity
to experience successmmly by participating in the Olympics and by being reinforced by

their teachers, parents, and peers.
Sccond, Special Olympics often pr~videsthe participant with many favorable and
supportive contacts with a variety of other children and adults. As in any communitybased activity, the student benefits firom speaking and listening to other pasons. In
addition, athletic events are generally non-tkahmhg and fun, thus giving Special
Olympics a warm and reinforcing atmosphere. The pleasure and enjoyment derived from
this type of social contact has been a major argument advanced by proponents of Special
Olympics (Polloway & Smith, 1978).

Third, most schools prepare the students prior to the actual competition. In some
cases, this t m h g is year-round. It can be argued that the benefits of trPining extend

beyond the
@tion

danauds of the Special Olympic events. ' I ~ I cbenefits
~ c include the

of genarl motor abilitier (e.g.. balance, c o o ~ o nand
, strength), specific

athletic skills (e.g., throwing and catching), and social and language skills (e.g., following
directions, waiting one's turn, and sportsmanship) (Krebs et al., 1991).
Fourth, parents tend to respond favorably to their children participating in Special
Olympics and feel it is a wholesome experience for participants. It has been cited as an
excellent vehicle for promoting more active school-home relationships and for providing
social involvement and support for parents (Orelove et al., 1982). Brickley (1984)
reported that Special Olympics provided parents with something in which they could
participate and helped them feel they were better parents.
Finally, because of the publicity and recognition it has received, the Special
Olympics p r o m has become a highly visible and widely accepted community evpt. A
large amount of human and financial resources have been devoted to Special Olympics
by I&

charities, and civic groups. This wide base of support may produce

positive effects on the layperson in the community, as well as the local school board
members toward special services in general. In addition, the program attracts a large
number of volunteers who are or may eventually bccome teachers, health &miodw.
or active members of the community. Without a doubt, Special Olympics has been a
major event for which community members can contribute their time and money.
b f o r e , Special Olympics is an excellent vehicle for providing recognition fm children
and youth with cognitive disabilities.

.. .

rntatms of S~cclalO l v m a
While many professionals feel strongly about the positive impects of Special
Olympics, there are elso professionals who are critical of the program. Critics argue that

although ~mintentiod,Special Olympics can have a negative impact on the lives of
children with cognitive disabiities. Each of these criticisms will be briefly discussed.

First,a strong argument comes from proponents of the principle of n o d i t i o n
as described by Wolfensberger (1972). These individuals feel that grouping persons with
cognitive disabilities together into one competition is abnormal. In addition, the notion
of nondisabled individuals viewing individuals with disabilities can set a negative self-

fulfillinP prophecy about the deviant characteristicsof individuals with cognitive
disabilities. Polloway and Smith (1978) state that because of this format, Special
Olympics o h evokes sympathy and pity.
Second, since Special Olympics athletes only train and compete with other

athletes with cognitive disabilities,

and in-

these athletes will miss out on the opportunity to train

with athletes who are non-disabled (Orelove et al., 1982).
Third, critics argue against the amount of time spent training for events that are

considered to be non-Wonal, or of low priority in the overall development of persons
with cognitive diddities (Moon & Block, 1992). Events such as relay races,50-meter

dasbcs, and soW throwsare felt by some to lack importance when compared to basic
living, play, communication, and social skills. In addition, many professionals are only
exposed to the one day event of Special Olympics, and feel that the amount of practice

dedicated to such an event is a drawback when compared with the need of ongoing
community recrclltionactivities (Orelove, et al., 1982).

Fourth, Special Olympics has become a highly competitive event at area, state,
and international levels. One can question whether professionals and pam~tshave lost
sight of the original participatory focus of Special Olympics.
Soecial Olvm~icsin the 1990s
A re-evaluation of Special Olympics in 1996 reveals that Special Olympics offers

a variety of programs that encourage the integration of persons with and without

cognitive disabilities(Krebs et al., 1991). In addition, Special Olympics now offers a
variety of sports programs, many of which focus on functional, lifetime leisure sports

(Special Olympics, 1991). When compared to the Special Olympics program of 15 years
ago, Special Olympics has made great strides in its overall program. Perhaps the most
important change is that Special Olympics is now a viable recreation option for
individuals with and without disabilities in many, if not all communities. Unfortunately
not all local programs have implemented the changes and still only offer the tmditional
one day event. Rofesionals who only sce the old format taking place may continue to
view Special Olympics in a negative manner. Special Olympics must do a hater job of

ensuring that all local programs follow the new changes and improvements d

..

.

e to the

prom-

0
o
In a recent study of the impact of involvement with organizui athletics on
individuals with cognitive disabilities (Kleiber et al., 1990), cangiver and athlete
e o n s of improvement in physical and social competence wen associated with

participntion in Spaid Olympics. Thm q p e a d to be no relationship, bowever,

between involvement in Special Olympics and perceived impmvement in

community integration. In the sndy conducted by Malik, Ashton-Shaeffer, and Kleiber
(1991), interview response validity among individuals with cognitive disabilities was

establishad Using the same interview techniques developed by Malik a al. (1991),
Wilhite and Klciber (1992) conducted an investigation to look more closely at this
apparent lack of relationship between involvement in Special Olympics and improvement
in community integration, taking into account level of disability and the perception of the
individuals themselves. The d

t of the investigation conducted by Wilhite and Kleiber

(1992) indicated that the relationship between participation in Special Olympics and
community integration was pmgressively negative among individuals with a mild
cognitive disab'ity, while progressively positive among individuals with moderate to
sevm disabiities.

Summarv
Involvement with Spacial Olympics by individuals with cognitive disabiities has

been thought by many to contribute to well being of participants in a variety of ways.
Othcn vim involvement with Special Olympics as a potentially negative influence.
Some attention has been given to the subject of community integmtion in past litemtuc.

The cancept of the werity of the didility influencing the type of association between
Special Olympics participation and community integration hrs been somewhat
c s t d k h d for young adults (19-28). ReJearch on perceived improvcmcnt that Specid

Ol~~boncommunity~onofschool~chilchenbyettobe
I

CHAPTER 111
METHODS
Introduction
The purpose of this study is to investigate the effects of participation in Special
Olympics on community integration among school-aged participants who have mild to

moderate cognitive disabilities. The researcher will ascertain if a positive correlation
between Special Olympics involvement and community integration exists. Special
Olympics participants will be matched to a control group of non-Special Olympics
participants on age, sex, and intellectual characteristics.
Subiects

An experimental sample was solicited from the gmter La Crosse area Special
Olympics team. The selected subjects were divided into three age groups of 5 members
each. The age groups were 8-1 1 years, 12-14 years, and 15-18 years. The disability
classification of interest for this study is students with mild or moderate cognitive
m-"
disabilities. A control sample of boys and girls was solicited h m a pool of non-Special

. -.

Olympics students h m the greater La Cmssc area The age, sex, and intellectual
characteristicswere matched to those of the qmimental group.
Recruitment Procedures

The researcher contacted Special Olympics personnel and gave them a W e d
description of the testing procechnc, protocols, and purpose of the study. The Specid
Olympics personnel contacted the ~

v of p cm
m p d v t subjects providing them with

.

..

15

details of the project Those individuals voluntming to participate were contacted by the

researcher and an interview date was arranged. Volunteen for the control group were
obtained through the assistance of area advocacy group personnel who contacted the
cangivers of paspective non-Special Olympics subjects, providing them with a detailed
description of the project. Those individuals volunteering to participate were contacted
by the mearcher to anange an interview time.

Community integration was assessed from reports of the Special Olympics

participants themselves as to how much actual involvement they have had at home,
outside the home,and beyond the confines of the Special Olympics program. This was
assessed with an interview procedun (see Appendix A). Fmm the interview procedure,

community integration was reflected in measures of general recreation (the various things

the respondent likes to do at and away from home), physical integration (the various
places the respondent frequents) and andial i n w o n (the range of people with whom
therespoldcntintcracts).

lPformed Conscnt

..

Upon anival at the subject's residence for testing, subjects and tbeu ~ ~ n g i v e r ~

wen pnsentedwith an Informed Consent form to be filled out and signed by the
cangiver (see Appendix B). The subjects already hed a detailed description of testing

~~~kandpurpoaeoftheshdygivmtotban,~talephom,bytbe

inwstigator. The I n f ' Consent form r e i W the procdurrs involved witb

-*

participation in the study. Confidentiality was explained and a s s d . The
investigator answered any existing questions at that time.
The Interview
Special Olympics and non-Special Olympics participants were given a thirtyminute 19-item interview. Interviews were conducted in the respondent's home. The
interview addressed the recreation and leisure activitik of individuals and their
pemptions of how involvement with Special Olympics effects them. The interview
included questions about leisure activities at home, away from home, and general
mxeation events in the community. At the beginning of the interview, the interviewer
introduced himself and engaged the respondent in a brief period of "small tak" After

about 3-5 minutes, the focus was returned to the interview with a brief explanation of the
purpose of the interview. The respondents were told that there are no right or wrong
answers. They were also told that if they did not want to answer a question they did not

have to, they could stop anytime for a break, and they could end the interview at any
time.

.

Questions w m read to the respondent during the interview. When a respomlent
appeared to have difficulty understrmdiDg a question, pmaphsing was substituted until

the respondent imdnstood. Questions that are paraphraPedwere marked with an esterisL
and counted with answers in theUdoesn'tMdcrstand question" category. The
interviewer gave three prompts for all open ended questions (e.g., "how often do you go

to a friend's house?"). The interviewer completed a subjective sumnay of his gnmal

impression of the interview and any unusual circ-

encountered during the

interview. Each interview was conducted without intnruption.
Reliability (mterview-reinterview stability) and validity of the items were

established at amptable levels (Mali et al., 1991). The measures of community
integration provided by the interview include general remation, as well as physical
integration and social integration items. Geaeral recreation tendencies were reflected in

responses to questions about what they liked to do away from home and what they l i e d
to do at home. Physical integration was reflected in responses to questions about things
they have done. in the past 12 month such as going to a movie, a sporting event, or the

library. Soci integration was reflected in responses to questions about whether or how
often they did things with other people, including visiting friends at W
i homes, visiting
relatives at their homes, and spending time d o i i fun things with neighbors. The
response fonnat for both sets of items included an initial yes or no. If the individual said
yes, Wshe was asked how o h . The responses were divided into a lot, sometimes, not
very 0 t h or unmddon't knowldon't uadrrstandcategories.

.

-.

sDecial0-

In keeping with the pqmse of this nserrch, the degree of involvement in Special
Olympics was a Mliable of hkmt. Program records revealed that participation in

organized competition m the p u t of Special Olympic sports includi~gvolleyball,
bulretball,

ead fie14 swimmin& s~iin&bowlin&

mu=--.

rn

r#lerrcberbelievcdthtinordertotruly~what&~SpecialOlympiuplllyadin

therdeof~~~hemudevaluatellthletes~illy~~inth

program, i.e., at least two events at each state games attended and regularly attended
practice sessions.
Statistical Treatment
A chi-square with repeated measures was u t i l i to determine whether a

significant difference existed between results h m the non-Special Olympic athlete group
and the Special Olympic participant group. The chi-square formula was chosen because
of the existence of nonqualified data repesenting two independent variables. For the
two-way chi-square tes& the null hypothesis always makes a statement about the lack of
relationship between two qualitative variables in the underlying population (Wine, 1993).

In this case, most generally, it makes a statemen1about the lack of a relationship between
amount of community integration and the type of general recreation in which a person
participates. More specifically, this is the same as claiming that the amount of

community integration among school-aged participants doesn't depend on whether they
participate in Special Olympics.

CHAPTER IV

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

The purpose of this study was to compare the amount of community integration in

school-aged individuals bawecn an expmimental Special Olympics participaat group and
a control group comprised of non-Special Olympics participants. The comparisons were
besad on measures h m a thirty-minute interview devised by Malilt, d al., (1991).

Subiects
Subjects were asked to participate in a thirty-minute interview. The study took
place over a threemonth period, from April through June 19%. Thirty subjects
volunt4md to participate in thc study with 15 belonging to the e q m h m t a l group and
15 belonging to thc control group. Ihefactor that detamined which group each subject

would participate in was whether or not they participated in a Special Olympics program.
Thcrcscaschtrcontactcdarcasupportgroupsandagenciesto~inf~mm

.

p o t d a l subjects for thc study. Table 1 presents thc descriptive c-cs

-

.

-

Y e

of tht

subjects in both groups. Thc Special Olympics group was equally matched with the non-

Special Olympia group in regards to sex, age, and intella-dud&mcte&ics.

Tbae

wae five subjects in each of the three age catepics across both c q e r k u t a l (n = 15)

group, and 2 males and 1 female for the control group. The 12-14 year old group was

comprised of 1 male and 4 females for the experimental group, while the control group
was comprised of 2 males and 3 females. The 15-18 year old group was comprised of 2

males and 3 females for the experimental group, while the control consisted of 2 males
and 3 females. Overall, the experimental group was comprised of 46 percent males, and
54 percent females. The control group was comprised of 40 percent males and 60 percent
females. The average age of the 8-1 1 year old group was 9.8 in the experimental group
and 9.6 in the control group. The average age for the 12-18 year old group was 13.6 in

the experimental group and 16.8 in the control group. The overall averageage was 13.5
years for the experimental group and 13.3 for the control group.
In addition, intellectual characteristics were compared and were found to have no
significant differences between the two groups. The 8-1 1 year old group was comprised
of 2 subjects with mild CD (cognitive disability) and 3 with moderate CD for the
experimental group, while the control group was comprised of 3 subjects with mild CD
and 2 with moderate CD. The 12-14 year old group was comprised of 2 subjects with
mild CD and 3 subjects with modeme CD for the experimental group while the control
group had 4 subjects with mild CD and 1 subject with moderate CD. The 15-18 year old
group was comprised of 2 subjecls with mild CD and 3 subjects with moderate CD for

the experimental group, while the control group had 3 subjects with mild CD and 2
subjects with modrmtc CD. The overall intellectual composition of the experimental

group was 40 percent with mild CD and 60 percent with moderate CD. The control

group ovwall composition consisted of 34 percent of the subjects having mild CD,and 66
percent having moderate CD.
Table I. Descriptive Characteristicsof the Subjects
Non-S.O. Group (n = 15)

S.O. Group (n = 15)

Average Age (Years)
Female (%)
Male (%)

IntellectualCap: Mod (%)
IntellectualCap: Mild (%)
Total number each p u p
S.O. = Special Olympics
Gmeral Recreation

Data analysis of the Special Olympics participation and non-Spacial Olympics participant
group's involvement in general d

o

n is presented in Tables 2 and 3. At-home and

Away-from-home activities were the variables of interest.
Table 2. Data Regarding Genaal Recreation Participation (At-Home Activities)
Activity

n
Play
wlcomplta
Listen to Music

Rad
Eat

PtY-

Non-S.O. Group (n=15)

S.O. Group ( ~ 1 5 )

Table 2 correspondsto question number 9: "What do you l i e to do most when
you are at home?" No statistically significant difference @ > .05) between the two study
groups in the amounts and the types of community integration was found. (X

= 2.09,

p=

12.59).
Table 3. Data Regarding General Recreation Participation (Away-from-Home Activities)
Activity

Non S.O. Group (n-15

S.O. Group (n-15)

Special Olympics
Travel
Play Outside
shop

uw-L

Visit Relatives
Ski
Swim
Restaurant
Fish
camp
S.O. = Special Olympics
Table 3 comsponds to question number 11:"What do you l i e to do most when
away from home?" No statistically significant difference @ > .05) was found between

the shdy groups (X = 15-40,p = 16.92).
Both groups had very similar recreation interests along all three age categories.

The favorite at-home activities in both groups were playing with family members,
friends, or pets; watchhg TV,eating; and playing with sega or wmputcm. The favorite
activities away from home were participating in the University of W

Motor Developncnt CI-,

travclii visiting relatives, 6g-

i La Cmsse's

and shopping.

Phvsical In-

Data analysis of the Special Olympics Mcipant and non-Special Olympics
participant groups' involvement in the types of physical integration is pmented in Table

4. Physical integration is essessed with questions related to places the subjects have been
in the last 12 months. No statistically significant difference @ < .05) between the two
study groups was found conmning amounts and the types of physical integmtion

activities. (X = 7.21, p = 19.68). Both groups had similar physical integration inkmts.

The hvorite places of fresuencybetwem both groups were restaurants, grocery
shopping, and the mall.
Table 4. Data Regarding Physical Integration
Activity

Movie
ComxWMusic
Spolts
Restsursnt

Bowling
Park
Mall
Gioccrys-

Church

Sleep Ova
J-ibrrry

SpocialEvents
'

S.O. = Spooid Olympics

Non S.O. Group (n=15)

S.O. Group (n=15)

Social Waration

Data analysis of the Special Olympics participant and non-Special Olympics
participant groups' involvement in the types of social integration activities is presented in
Table 5. The data presented reflects answers to question number 22: "How often do you
do things with other people?" No statistically significant difference @ < .05) between the
two study groups in the amounts and the types of social integration activities was found.
Both groups had similar social integration interests. (X = 1.15, p = 7.8 1). The favorite
social integration activity between both groups was visiting their relatives.
Table 5. Data Regarding Social Integration
Activity
Visiting friendsat their
home
Visiting relatives at their
home
Spending enjoyable time
with friends
Spending enjoyable time
with neighbors

Non-S.O. Group (n=15)

S.O. Group (n=15)

9
15
10
3

S.O. = Special Olympics
Discussion

Earlier stdies by Kleiber et el. (1990) indicated an apparent lack of nlatioaJhip
between involvement in Special Olympics and pcrccivcd improvement in community

integration. Wilhite and Uciber (1992) furtbadetnmiaed that the relationship bebeen

Special Olympics and community integration varied, depending on cognitive ability
level.
Utilizing the same interview techniquesdeveloped by Mali et al. (1991), this
study sought to examine what role age plays in the relationship between involvement in

Special Olympics and perceived community integration. Both the control and
experimental groups included individuals with mild to moderate cognitive ability levels.
School-aged individuals with evere cognitive disabilities were not included in this study.
The d t s from this study coincided with earlier studies conducted on older

participants in that no relationship was found between involvement in Special Olympics

and penxivtd impvement in community integration. General areation, physical
i n ~ o nand
, social integration items taken from the Mali interview determined the
amount of community integration of both the control and experimental groups.

Diffkmes in general recreation habits for both groups were not found to be
sbtktically signitlcant. The fsvorite at-home activities in both groups were playing with
M

y members, friends, or pets; watching W,eating; end playing with sega or

computas.The favorite actives away from home were participating in the University of

WiscoaJin La Cro~se'sMotor Development Clinic, travelii visiting relatives,

swimmin&aaddnpphg.
Differences in physical integration habits for both groups were not found to be

..

s t a b l d l y significmt. The places fkqwnted over the lsst twelve months for both

grou~w-nrtmrrrrts,groccry~in&~~~a~~.

Differences in social integration activities for both groups were not found to be
statistically significant. The favorite social integration activity for both groups was
visiting their relatives.
A possible reason for lack of diffennce could be the small sample size used for

this study. Considering the total amount of school-aged children participating in Special
Olympics events worldwide, the sample size of n = 15 is small, and only very large
effects will be detected (Witte. 1993).
However, the lack of statistically significant diffenmces in the amount of
community integration between the two groups may suggest that not participating in
Special Olympics is as effective, in tenns of increasing community integration, as
participating in Special Olympics. It was hypothesii that the interaction experienced
by the Special Olympics group through participation in traditionally held Special
Olympics events would have no bearing on the amount of community integration when

compared to a non-Special Olympics group. Both groups were similar in age, gender,
and cognitive ability levels. It thus appears that it may be other factors that may dictate

the amount of comm~mityintegration one has, as opposed to the type of program in
which they participate.

CHAPTER V
SUMMARY, CONCLUSIONS, AND RECOMMENDATIONS
Summary
Fifteen subjects comprised the experimental g r o q and 15 subjects comprised the
control group. Both groups were similar in age, cognitive ability levels, and gender
distribution. Thc Malik a al. (1991) interview was used to measure perceived physical

and social community integration. The interview took approximately 30 minutes to
administer. The Special Olympics group participated in a supervised year-around Special

Olympics program. The criteria used to establish whetha a participant was "yearmuad' or not was that they have participated in a least two state games with a minimum

of two events per game attcndcd. The control group did not participate in any Special
Olympicsgamcsorcvcnts. BothgroupswerefromthegreatcrLaCrossearea.

Conclusions must be carefully considmd when interpntiag the effects of Special
Olympics participationhas on community integration among school-aged participants

with mild to modente cognitive M i t i e s .
1. When a d p i n g g a d mxdon habits, no statistically siflcant

diffcmcm

~formdbamen~twogroups.
2. When arlyziqjphysical integration habits, no stathtically sigaificant differraces

wae finand buwccnthe two gtoupa.

3. When analyzing social integration habits, no statistically significant differences

were found b e e n the two groups.
4. The result of this study suggest that there are no statistically significant

differences in the amount of community integration among school-aged
participants with mild to moderate wgnitive disabilities between the two groups.
Recommendations
Based on the results of this study, the following recommendations for M e r
investigations are made:
1. A similar study examining the level of disability and its effect on community

integration among school-aged participants should be conducted.

2. A specific age group should be used to lessen the variation among subjects.
3. A similar study comparing males to females should be conducted.
4. A similar study, including those with severe wgnitive disabilities should be

conducted.

5. A different set of inventories to measure community integration e o n s
should be used.
6. The inventories should be administered four weeks post-Special Olympics

event to determine community integration pmxptions at that time.
7. Future studies should examine individuals with lhild cognitive disabilities who
participate in Special Olympics Unified Sports events.

8. A similar study on school-aged individuals using a largcr number ofsubjects

Shouldbecond-
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APPENDIX A
MALK, ASHTON-SCHAEFFER,

ik KLEIBER'S

INTERVIEW

-

SECMON I BACKGROUND INFORMATION

FIRST NAME OR RESPONDENT:
Questions 1 through 8 may be completed before the interview from records of Special
Olympics S.O. persomrel, advocacy groups, and caregivers)
0 Noa-S.0. Participant

0 S.O. Participant
1. Sex of respondent

2. How old an you?

Years

3. Level of Cognitive Disorder (circle appropriate category)

1 =mild

2 = moderetc
4. Type(s) of additional disabiiity(ies)

5. Special Olympics Program:

6. Games attended: Fall -

Wmter

Spring/Summer -

7. Number of Events at S.O. games attendad: -

8. Length of S.O. participation:

-

SECTION II -GENERAL RECREATION AND S.O. PARTICIPATION
9. What do you most l i i to do w&n you are at home?

(AfIa each response askahthm mything else you l i e to do?)
(GiYeupto2promps)

(After respondent bas named activities, ask the following question for each

activityd)

a Who do you do this activity with-. (Prompt: do you do this activity done?
With family? With friends?

?

If activity is skill based ask How good arc you at

b.

l=dygood

2=prettygood

4- m d d o n ' t haow

3= not very good but I Sic it

5= doesn't understand

Activity #I :

a Who do you do this activity with: (Prompt: do you do this activity alone?
With my?
With friends?

If ecvity is skill based ask: How good arc you at

b.

1 = d ~ g o o d 2=prrtty&
4- d d o n ' t )mow

?

3= not very goodbut I S i it

5= doesn't understand

Activity #2:

a Who do you do this activity with: (Pnwpt: do you do this activity alone?
With M y ? With tkiads?

b. If activiv b skill based rdr: How good rrc you at
1=4yOood

*petty&

4-ddon'thaow

3=notvcrygoodbutIlikcit

5-Qtsn'tMdmtmd

?

Activity #3:
a. Who do you do this activity with: (Prompt: do you do this activity alone?
With family? With friends?
b.

d you at
If activity is skill based ask: How g o ~ are
1= really g.ood

2= pretty good

4= m u d d o n ' t know

?

3= not very good but I like it

5= doesn't understand

Activity #4:
a Who do you do this activity with: (Prompt: do you do this activity alone?
With family? With fiiends?
b.

If activity is skill based ask: How good are you at

I= really good

?

2= pretty good 3= not very good but Il i e it

4= m u d d o n ' t know

5= doesn't understand

10. For S.O. participants ask: Do you feel that participating in Special Olympics helped

increase your skill level in those activities? 1- Yes

2= No

11. Whatdoyoumostliiketodoaway~home? (Prompt- Inyoucfnetiw? After
school? On the weekend?)

(After each mpome ask "Is there anything else yon like to do'?'')
(Give up to 2 prompts)

(Aftex each respondent has named activities, ask the following questions for each
activity ?&)

a Who do you do this activity with? (Prompt - Do you do this activity alone?
With M y ? With fiends?

b. If activity is skilled bnscd ask: How good arc you at

?

I= really good2= pretty good 3= not very good but I like it
4= unsure/don't know 5= doesn't understand

Activity #I :

a Who do you do this activity with? (Prompt - Do you do tbis activity

alone? With family? With friends?

b. Ifactivity is skilled besad P

I-reallygood

Z

How good arc you at

2=pnttygood

3=notverygoodbutIliLeit

4= uasurddon't know 5= doesn't understand

Activity #2:

a Who do you do this activity with? @mu@
- Do you do this activity

alone? With family? With fieads?

?

b. If activity is skilled based ask: How good are you at

1= really good 2= pretty good

?

3= not very good but I like it

4= unsurddon't know 5= doesn't understand

Activity $3:
a. Who do you do this activity with? (Prompt - Do you do this activity
alone? With family? With ~ e n d s ?

b. lf activity is skilled based ask: How good are you at

?

I= d l y good 2= pntty good 3= not very good but I l i it
4= unsddon't know 5= doesn't understand

Activity #4:
a Who do you do this activity with? (Prompt - Do you do this activity

alone? With family? With Gemis?

b. If activity is skilled based ask: How good are you at

1= really good 2= pretty good 3= not very good but I like it
4= &don't

know 5= doesn't lmderstand

12. (16) Do you f a 1 that partkipation in Special Olympics has helped you go out more
offen and do things away from home?

1= Yes

2= No

13. (Ask the following question if respondent did -maition

dvity). Haw oftetl do you watch television?

telansion as a fivorite

?

a Who do you watch television with? (Prompt

- Do you watch television

alooe? With fiends? With family?

For non-S.O.perticipmts ask. why haven't you participated in S.O.programs? (Prompt

- Are there my other reasons?)
(Give up to 2 prompts) (Circle appropriate number(s)).
1 = lack of prerequisite leisure skillsnack of abiliv

2 = limitedflack of b-aoqortation
3 = lack of money
4 =not coough time

5 =didn't b w about other S.O.programs

6 = lack of support~eowuragementby significant other
7 =programs of no intertst
8 = other (specify)

W I f t

names more than on mason ask which is the most important -0)
(Bo to question #7).

14. For S.O.pdcipnts e.
what progmms have you gone to?
(Attacachrrsponseesk: "Ant4ercmy others?)

(Give up to 2 pompts)

(Afterrapondmhs nrmedthe prograw, oak b e bnllowing qutWiws for each
ProOrrm-1

a What do you like best about this program? (Prompt up to 2 times - What else
do you like?)

b. Is there anything you don't like about this program?

c. Have you made any new fiends at this program?
d. If activity is skilled based ask: How good are you at
I = really good

2 = pretty good

4 = unsddon't know

3 = not very good, but I l i e it

9 = doesn't understand

Program#]
a.

c. l = y e s

2=m

d. 1 = really good
4 =&don't

Program #2
8

2 = pretty good
know

9 = doesn't

3 = not very good, but I like it

?

c. ]=yes

2=rm

d. 1 = really good

2 = pretty good

4 = unsureldon't know

3 = not very good, but I like it

9 = doesn't understand

Program #3

a

c. I = y e s

2=no

d. 1 = r d y good

2 =pretty good

4 = uasrm/don't know

3 =not very good, but I like it

9 = doesn't understand

I
IS. (12) For S.O. participants ask Do you feel that particimg in Special Olympics
helped incneSeyour skill level in those activities? 1 = yes

2 = no

16. Do you participate in remedon programs at the park district, YMCA,or church?
(Circle thc appropaiase answer).
1 =yes(gotoq~on#18)
2=no(gotopuestion#19)
17. Whstlmthenrmesofthepro~nmwyoucr#cnd?

(AAer each response ask "Are there any others?")
(Give up to 2 prompts)
(After respondent has named the programs, ask the following questions for each

Program named)
a. What do you like best about this program? (Prompt up to 2 times - What else
do you like?)
b. Is there anything you don't like about this pmgram?
c. Have you made any new friends at this program?

d. If activity is skill based ask: How good are you at

I = really good 2 = pretty good
4 = unstutldon't know

?

3 = not very good, but I likejt

9 = doesn't understand

Program #1

a

d.

1 = really good 2 = preffy good

4 = d d o n ' t know

-

3 = not very good, but I l i e it

9 d d t und&

b.
c.

I =yes

2= no

d.

1 = d l y good 2 = pntty good
4 = unsunldon't know

3 = not very good, but I like it

9 = doesn't understand

Rosnun#3
a

c.

I =yes

d.

1 = really good 2 = pntty good

2= no

9 = doesn't understand

4 = unsunldon't know

SECIlON m

3 = not very good, but I l i e it

- MTEGTRATION

I am going to ask you how often you have gone to some places in the psst y-.
the clpp.opriate numbex

*

each question)

(Chk

A lot

18. In the past 12 modyr

Some
Times
2

1

Not
Unsure
veryoften don't kaow
3

9

4

have you gone to a
a. Movie?

1 =yes

2=no

I f yes, how often?

1

b. Concert, musical?
1 =yes

2=no

I f yes, how often?

1

c. Sport's event?

1 =yes

2=no

I f yes, how often?

1

2

3

c. restaurant to eat a meal?
1 =yes

2 =no

If yes, how o h ?

1

d. bowling alley?
1 =yes

2=no

If yes, how o h

k

2

3

Doesn't
u n d ~ d

4

A lot

Some
Times

1

2

3

e. park?
1 =yes

2=m

Ifyes, h o w o h ?

1

2

1

2

1

2

1

2

1

2

1

2

f. mall to shop?
1 =yes

2 = no

Ifyes,howoh?
g. grocery store?

1 =yes

2=m

Ifyes,howoh?
h. church?
I =yes

2=m

Ifyes,howo&a?

i. sleep over?
1 =yes

2=m,

If yes, bow o h ?
j. library?

1 =yes

2=m

Ifya,hoWoftm?

Not
U11sure
v e r y o h don't know
4

Doesn't
understand
9

A lot

Not
Unsun
Doesn't
v e r y o h don't know understand

Some
Times

k. special events? (eg. Parades, festivals)

2 =no

1 =yes

If yes, how often?

1

3

2

4

19. Are there any other places you go? (Circle the appropriate number)

(If yes, ask respondent: Where and how o h they have been there in the past
twelve months)
A lot Some

Times

Not
Unsure
Doesn't
very often don't know understand

9

1

2

3

4

Place#l:

1

2

3

4

9

Place #2:

1

2

3

4

9

Place #3:

1

2

3

4

9

20. For S.O. participants ask: Did participating in S.O. have any effect on your

going out to these p h ?
1 =yes

2=m

3 =&don't

know

Sodrl (Behavioral)
I am going to ask you some questions about how often you do things with other
people. (Circle the amKopriate number after each question)
A lot

Some
Times
2

1

21. Do you...

Not
Unsure
Doesn't
veryoften don't know understand
3
4
9

a visit Wends at theii home?

b. visit relatives at their home?
1-yes

2=no

Ifyes,howo&n?

1

2

3

4

2

3

4

9

c. spend time d o i i enjoyable

limthingswithfiends?
l=yes

2=m

Ifyeshowoften?

1

d. spend timed o i i enjoyable

fun things with neighbors?
l=yes

2=m,

Ifyes,howoften?

1

2

3

4

9

.

23. For S.O. participants ask: Have you met any of these people through

participation in S.O.?

1 =yes

2=m,

3 = &don't

know

24. (For 15 and older) Do you ever go places where you don't know other people

well?
1 =yes

3 = unsure/don't know

2=no

25. Do you spend most of your free time alom or with other people?
1 = with other people

2=both

3 = alone

If person enswm "other people", ask - tell me about him/herIthem. Do they work
with you? Do you know them from Special OIympics(or recreation

organization)?
1 =yes

2 = no

3 = unsddon't know

26. For S.O. participants ask: do you fcel that participation in S.O. has helped you

get
along better with others?

1 = yes

2 = no

3 = unswe/donytknow

27. (26.) Do you fa1 that participating in S.O. has allowed you to go out aud meet
people?
1-yes

Additional N o w

22110

3 = llnslddon't know

NAME OF INTERVIEWER

I
I

1

I

NAME OF CO-RECORDER

DATE CCiJDUCTED

AMOUNT OF TIME TO CONDUCT

APPENDIX B
INFORMED CONSENT
FOR CONTROL GROUP

INFORMED CONSENT FOR PARTICIPANT
University of Wisconsin - La Crosse

La Crosse, Wisconsin 54601
Investigator: Mark J. Mani

1,

,beiig of sound mind and over 18 years of age,

do hereby consent, authorize and request the person named above to undertake and
perform on my child,

,an interview to determine what

effects that Special Olympics participation has on community integration among schoolaged students. I understand that participation in this study requiresthat my son~daughter
complete a 30 minute,19 item interview with the investigator. I have been thoroughly
briefed about the protocols and testing procedures and completely understand what is
expected of my soddaughter. Any question that may have occurred to me or my

soddaughter have been answered to my complete satisfaction. I have been fully advised
of the nature of this study. I, thefore, voluntarily consent to allow my soddaughter to
perticipate as a subject in this study. My soddaughter and I understand that there arc no

right or wrong auswers, that we do not have to answer a quation if we do not want to,

that we can stop and take a break, and we may end the interview or withdraw h m the
study at any time. I also uadentandthat I may d l Mr. Mark J. Mani at (608) 781-971,

or Dr. Patrick DiRocco at (608) 785-8695 if I have any questions about this study.

Signed:

Date:

Witnessed:

Date:

